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this is your moment

Imagine The 
Possibilities...

it is 6 o’ clock in the morning. You admire a rising sun 
as your day begins in your Hot Spring® spa. the rigours 
of your everyday life are on pause. 

Surrounded by nature. 
You think to yourself... life is good.

As the makers of Hot Spring spas, we are passionate about your hot 

water experience. As hot tubbers ourselves, we know how much better 

you feel when you spend time in your spa. By making your hot tub 

a part of your daily ritual, you can get more out of each day. that is 

why we are committed to providing you with the Absolute Best Hot 

tub ownership experience™, so that you can be at your absolute best 

every day.

Your Hot Tub Experience
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“Just 15 minutes is an amazing stress eraser, and it has quickly become 

an important part of my routine. It really helps me feel and be my best.”  

– Vanguard™ owner
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“Your aches and pains vanish when you spend even 15 minutes in your 

Aria hot tub at the end of the day. One of the best investments we have 

ever made in our health and well-being.” – Aria™ owner
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take care of yourself

Wellness  
Awaits You

An important part of a healthy lifestyle, your Hot Spring® 
spa can become your massage therapist, or even your 
life coach. All of this culminates in one spectacular 
experience that you can enjoy as often as you like.. .
just step outside your backdoor. 

Make your personal wellness a priority with a Highlife® collection 

spa in your garden. immersed in the warm water, your body responds 

physiologically – your body temperature rises, your blood flow increases 

which improves circulation, and the buoyancy of the water makes you 

feel weightless, relieving joint stress. As a result of all these physiological 

changes, like magic, you feel better mentally, physically, and emotionally. 
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Your Hot Tub Experience
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Your guard comes 
down, your family 

opens up

Better Than 
Dinner Table 
Conversations
Perfectly relaxed, your family is at ease and the 
conversation begins to flow. No one is texting, tweeting, 
or checking email – the smart phones have been left 
inside. A sense of gratitude sweeps over you as you 
realise your life becomes fuller and your relationships 
grow stronger with every moment spent together in 
your Hot Spring® spa. 

Hot Spring owners are often surprised by the benefits of spending 

time in their spa. they expect soothing massage from the jets and 

stress relief from the calming warm water. They do not expect to find 

that their relationships improve, too. one long time Hot Spring owner 

called this experience “hydrotherapy for the soul”.

Your Hot Tub Experience
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“Best purchase ever. Many quality family talks and we love that the kids 

bring their friends to our house for entertaining.” – Grandee™ owner
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“This is my second Jetsetter spa. I love the intimacy of the tub, sharing 

it only with my wife. Watching the stars is truly heaven.” – Jetsetter™ owner
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Experience the night 
sky like never before

The Greatness  
Of Nature

these days we spend most of our lives indoors – in 
offices and classrooms, in cars as we commute to 
and from work and school, in the house doing chores, 
watching tV, or on our mobile devices. When was the 
last time you spent some time in the great outdoors?

one of the best parts of owning a Hot Spring® spa is the time spent outside. 

Settle into the warm water for the first falling snow. Count shooting stars 

with your kids on a dark night. Breathe in the autumn air as the leaves 

begin to change. the contrast between the cool air and the hot water 

makes you feel alive. As you relax in your spa, you find the time to recognise 

how much beauty has been right in front of you all along.
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Your Hot Tub Experience
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Customer Reviews

A Promise You 
Can Believe In
We realise that you have choices when it comes to selecting a spa brand. We want 
you to know that, as the makers of Hot Spring® spas, we do things differently, 
from the way we build our spas to our customer care. 

We invest in quality and we are committed to providing you with the Absolute Best Hot tub ownership 

experience™ so that you can enjoy the benefits of owning a spa every day for years, and even decades, 

to come. But, we do not expect you to take our word for it. We asked the people who know us best – our 

owners – to share their experiences.
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“i use my 2004 Jetsetter 
daily, when i wake up and 
to go to sleep. i love the 
dependability; it is always 
ready for me no matter the 
time of day. A top notch 
quality product that i can 
create memories in daily.”

“in 1996 we purchased a used 
Hot Spring spa and since 
then we have used it almost 
every night for 30 minutes. 
After 17 years we decided to 
trade it in for a new Prodigy™. 
the only way to relax.”

“Best money i ever spent. i go 
in every morning and every 
night. love how easy the salt 
water system is to take care 
of, so worth the money. i am 
a very happy hot tubber!”

Here is a sampling of what Hot Spring 

owners have to say about their Highlife® 

collection spa:

“this is our third Jetsetter™ 
and we love them. Best jets, 
best energy, best service. get 
one. You will be amazed. life 
changing.”

“Water care is easy. energy 
usage was exactly as 
adver tised. Quality is 
excellent. My fear was 
we would stop using it 
after the novelty wore off.  
We still use it 4-5 times a 
week!” 

“our spa is great - always 
ready, always clean, and So 
relaxing after a long day at 
work. Have not noticed a 
difference in my electricity 
bill. My wife and i both say 
we should have purchased 
this spa years ago.”

“this is my third Hot Spring 
Spa, had two classics before 
this one. Best money ever 
spent… i am in it, if not daily, 
several times a week. Wife 
said she would bury me in it. 
fine with me.”

“ t h i s  i s  o u r  s eco n d 
Hot Spring hot tub. our 
first one lasted 19 years 
and was still running. . .  
My husband and i look 
forward to our relaxing, 
quality time together in the 
spa about 5 nights a week!”



With help from world-renowned design experts at BMW Group DesignworksUSA, we set out to redefine 
the way a hot tub looks in your garden. Using a blank canvas approach, the Hot Spring® design team and 
DesignworksUSA developed an entirely new, integrated design that makes a Hot Spring spa look more 
like an exquisite piece of furniture and a beautiful focal point in your outdoor space. 

Designed by Expertly 
Designed

Waterfall Corner Design
At each corner, a waterfall-like detail gives the impression 

that the shell is flowing over the cabinet, and helps visually 

integrate the shell and cabinet. 

Moto-Massage™ DX Jet
this signature jet offers a bold new look. colourful light 

shines brightly through the frosted acrylic faceplate. the 

redesigned pillow complements the trapezoidal design used 

throughout the spa’s interior.

Design Innovation
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Form Follows Function
every feature of the visually stunning 2014 Highlife® 

collection has been thoughtfully redesigned. Simple, 

elegant and functional, you will find that your Highlife 

collection spa seamlessly integrates into your home and 

your life. 

An unparalleled hot tub experience
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Beauty is in the detail
Beautiful, Comfortable Shells
every Highlife® collection spa shell has been designed to deliver enhanced comfort and style. 
       Sculpted seats cradle your body in a natural position. 
       New shell design minimises overflow and helps keep more water in the spa. 
       clean lines along the bartop leave ample room for drinks. 
       elegant styling is incorporated throughout the spa’s interior. 
       the unique footwell pattern feels great on your feet.

Design Innovation
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Water Dances
enhance your hot tub experience with the sights and sounds of the exclusive Bellafontana™ water feature. three colourful backlit arcs of 

water converge to create this elegant fountain that you will enjoy from inside or outside your spa. included on most Highlife collection 

models.    

Light Your Night
create subtle lighting on an otherwise dark night, or a medley 

of colour for your next outdoor gathering. our multi-zone 

luminescence™ lighting system lets you easily select custom 

lighting to suit your mood. 

Completing the Vision
even seemingly minor details, like the air control and diverter 

levers, were re-engineered to work in harmony with the 

overall design.
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Contemporary Cabinet 
and Shell Design
Stunning Cabinet and Shell Colours 

The colour, finish, and materials experts at BMW Group DesignworksUSA 
helped us carefully select a distinctive palette of cabinet, shell and 
cover colour options. every colour decision was carefully considered 
in order to complete the overall design. 

crème shell/teak cabinet

Design Innovation
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Everwood HD
Your spa cabinet is typically the part of the spa 

you see most, yet it is among the least talked 

about features – until now. We pioneered the 

concept of synthetic wood siding for easy care 

almost two decades ago, and have created the 

next generation – everwood™ HD. this high-

definition finish offers a richer wood grain, 

along with the low-maintenance and durability 

of our original everwood.

Elegant Shell Colours
With expert insight, we selected three fresh new 

shell colours for the Highlife® collection: Alpine 

White, crème, and ice grey. these unique colours 

have broad appeal – ranging from traditional 

to modern tastes.the Desert shell is perfect for 

those who prefer a more textured finish, while 

the tuscan Sun offers the rich look of granite.

SpaStone Siding
if you prefer a stone finish, our beautiful 

SpaStone™ siding is available on the grandee™, 

envoy™, Aria™ and Vanguard™ models. this 

faux stone siding emulates the look of natural 

stacked stone, and is offered in two shades – 

earth or grey. 

Covers
Every Highlife Collection cover is UL classified 

in accordance with AStM safety standards. 

child-resistant safety locks can be locked with 

a key. Reinforced, adjustable straps help keep 

your cover securely in place.

MochateakMonterey grey

Alpine White crème

Desert tuscan Sun

ice grey

earth grey

chocolate Slate caramel
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Working late. long commutes. 
tough workouts. long runs.
Sore back. Achy muscles.
football practice. Homework projects.

When the realities of life take their toll on your mind and body, let the soothing jets of a Hot Spring® 

spa relieve the physical and mental stress that can wear you down. the warm water and massage 

of a Hot Spring spa can become an important part of your everyday wellness routine, helping you 

feel your very best.

Massage That Makes Your Day
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Moto-Massage DX Jet
More than 30 years ago, we patented the very first moving 

hydrotherapy jet. today, our next-generation Moto-Massage™ 

DX jet still provides Hot Spring owners with an unparalleled 

hydromassage experience. 

exclusive to Hot Spring, the Moto-Massage DX jet delivers 

two powerful streams of water that sweep up and down 

the entire length of your back. Meanwhile, four Precision™ 

jets positioned above every Moto-Massage DX jet vigorously 

massage your neck and shoulders. together, these jets work 

in harmony to melt away tension and soreness. 

A back massage 
like no other

Unparalleled Massage
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All jets are not created equal

SoothingStream™ Jet
A broad stream of water is dispersed through 

12 ports to gently relieve tension in your 

shoulders and upper back. 

Rotary Hydromassage Jet
A powerful rotating stream provides 

a deep massage to all parts of your 

back.

FootStream™ Jet
our most powerful jet is strong enough to 

provide relief to aching feet and release 

tension deep in your lower back.

A hydromassage experience 
that cannot be beat

Unparalleled Massage
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Highlife® collection spas feature up to seven different jets – in addition to the exclusive Moto-Massage™  
DX jet. in order to provide the right amount of pressure and massage for different muscle groups, each 
jet provides a distinct experience. trust us when we say, “When you get out of your spa, you do not feel 
the same as you did when you got in.”

Hydrostream™ Jet
this mid-sized jet creates a 

high- pressure massage.

Directional 
Precision Jet
Relieve tension in 

targeted areas of your 

back, neck and calves. 

Directional 
Hydromassage Jet
customise your massage by 

directing a powerful flow of 

water where you need it most.

Rotary Precision™ Jet
Like the fingers of a masseuse, 

the rotating nozzle focuses on 

delicate areas like your wrists. 

(on select models) 

Feels Just Right
create the perfect amount of pressure with 

our comfortcontrol™ system. Simply adjust 

the strength of each jet by rotating the 

jet face or turning the bartop air control 

levers. to help you save on energy costs, 

our SmartJet™ system allows you to direct 

power to specific groups of jets, instead of 

powering all the jets at the same time.
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The Difference Is In The Diamonds

®

Salt Water Sanitising System
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Ace Ready

this highly effective, low-maintenance salt water system is a Hot Spring 

exclusive, and is an option for all Highlife collection spas. 

The ACE Salt Water System
With patented diamond technology, the Ace® salt water 

system is the latest innovation in water care. the Ace 

system makes maintaining your spa easier than ever, and 

provides peace of mind that your spa will have sparkling 

clean water that is ready when you are. 

Make it Easy
Using advanced technology, the Ace salt water system 

automatically generates chlorine and other cleaners for 

a set amount of time each day, based on your input. that 

means the Ace system is at work sanitising your spa 

water, even if you have not given water care a thought.

Your Time is Valuable
When you choose the Ace system, you will spend less 

time manually caring for your water and more time 

enjoying your spa. Plus, with proper care, you will add 

fewer bottled chemicals, which helps spa water last 

longer — up to 12 months. this means fewer water 

changes — another way your Highlife® collection 

spa delivers the Absolute Best Hot tub ownership 

experience™.

All Of Your Senses Will Thank You
Because the Ace system cleans water differently than 

traditional water care systems, you are less likely to 

experience dry skin, irritated eyes or chlorine odour. With 

softer and more luxurious spa water, you will find you 

spend even more time in your Hot Spring® spa.

Patented Purification
only the Ace system uses a patented diamond electrode 

to break down water molecules and create ‘active oxygen’ 

— one of the world’s most effective cleaners. After 

scrubbing your water clean, the active oxygen combines 

with a small amount of salt added to the water, to create 

chlorine and other powerful oxidisers that keep water 

crystal clear. Unlike traditional chlorine water care, the 

Ace system works to eliminate contaminants as well as 

the by-products that can impact the quality of your water. 

Spend less time caring for water and 
more time creating memories

Highlife® collection

Salt Water Sanitising System

Easy Water Care
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Easy Water Care

Always Filtered, 
Always Sparkling

crystal clear spa water is essential to your spa experience, which is why we put so much 
thought into developing technologies that help ensure your spa water is always filtered 
and ready for you.  

no-Bypass

filtration

Only Highlife Collection spas include up to five filters enabling all the 

water to pass through the filters, even when the jets are running.

100% No-Bypass Filtration
All the water in your Highlife® Collection spa is filtered 

all the time. In other spas, water bypasses the filters 

when the jets are on – which is when you need filtered 

water the most. our Highlife collection spas include up 

to five filters enabling all the water to pass through the 

filters, even when the jets are running. Highlife Collection 

spas are the only spas with 100% no-bypass filtration.

Tri-X Filters
tri-X™ filters use exclusive three-dimensional technology 

to filter significantly more water than standard paper 

filters – which makes them an important part of our 

100% no-bypass filtration system. Plus, they are longer 

lasting, and dishwasher-safe for added convenience. 

EverFresh Water Care System
our everfresh™ water care system combines three 

elements — ozone, silver ions and MPS non-chlorine 

shock — to safely sanitise spa water using a minimal 

amount of chlorine.

 the freshwater® iii ozone system injects millions 

of tiny, highly concentrated ozone bubbles into 

the water, neutralising contaminants on contact. 

Standard on all models.

 the optional freshWaterAg+ silver ion cartridge 

introduces silver ions into the water to inhibit 

bacteria growth.

 freshWater MPS non-chlorine shock oxidises 

contaminants, removes odour, and brightens dull 

water.

Customised Water Care Solutions
no matter which option you choose – we have a solution 

to fit your needs. Our exclusive FreshWater line of high-

quality, bottled water care products, plus innovations like 

our Vanishing Act™ calcium remover and clean Screen™ 

pre-filter, allow you to start with the best water quality 

possible. Your Hot Spring® Sales Professional can help 

you choose the water care program that is right for you. 
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Hot Water That Does Not 
Give You Cold Feet

Your Hot Spring® spa will be there – hot and 
ready – when you need it. You can rest assured 
that our innovations in energy efficiency will 
keep energy usage to a minimum and deliver 
unmatched value over time.
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The EnergySmart System
You will not have to worry about high 

energy bills because Highlife® collection 

spas feature our comprehensive 

energySmart™ system, which keeps the 

water at your desired temperature while 

using the least amount of energy possible. 

Totally Insulated 
full foam insulation,  the same material found in commercial 

freezers, is applied in multiple layers of varying density to 

maximise energy efficiency. This exclusive technique helps 

eliminate gaps and voids in the foam that can increase energy 

usage.

We Have Got You Covered 
We manufacture our own spa covers to ensure a tight seal 

that locks in heat. the dense foam cover features child safety 

locks and is Ul-listed to AStM standards for safety. Highlife 

collection spas feature an energy-saving hinge seal, which 

prevents heat from escaping at the centre of the spa cover.

No-Fault Heater 
A unique titanium housing and heater element maximise 

heat transfer to the water and deliver unmatched corrosion 

resistance. in fact, our patented no-fault™ heater is warranted 

for five years, regardless of water chemistry. 

Silent Circulation 
the Silentflo 5000™ circulation pump continuously circulates 

spa water 24 hours a day using less power than a 40-watt 

light bulb. A dedicated circulation pump prevents the need for 

the high powered jet pumps to circulate the water, reducing 

energy costs and wear. 

Energy costs
Your actual energy costs will depend on the model you own, 

how often you use it, the temperature you set, the temperature 

outside and the cost of electricity where you live. the energy 

table below presents estimated energy consumption of a 

mid-sized Highlife collection spa in heavy use.

We set the standard
Hot Spring has certified all models to the stringent California 

energy commission (cec) standards and APSP 14, the US 

energy efficiency standard for portable spas.

Absolutely efficient in every way

Advanced Eff iciency

Highlife® collection

Monthly Costs Estimates
Monthly Energy Cost = 
Kilowatt Hours x Rate per Kilowatt Hour
temp  =  Approx. Annual Mean Ambient temp. in Degrees celsius 
kWh  =  Approx. Average Kilowatt Hours per Month to operate Spa*
Rate  =  Approx. Average Rate charged per Kilowatt Hour in euro**
cost  =  Approx. Average Monthly energy cost to operate Spa*

City      Temp kWh       Rate         Cost

london   11,4º 199      €0.15    €31

Berlin     9,7º 213      €0.26    €55

Madrid   14,6º 174      €0.19    €34

Paris   12,0º 194      €0.14    €28

Helsinki     6,0º 242      €0.16    €38

oslo     6,6º 237      €0.30    €72

Stockholm   6,8º 235      €0.20    €47
* Based on a medium-sized Highlife collection spa set at 39°c used 6 times per week, 15 minutes with the jets on, 15 minutes with the 
jets off during each use. Testing conducted by an independent third party certified laboratory in a Controlled Environmental Chamber at 
multiple ambient temperatures using continuous Data Acquisition monitoring of watts, temperature and humidity, with all equipment 
rigorously calibrated to ensure data accuracy. individual energy consumption will vary depending on water set temperature, actual 
consumer usage patterns, and actual environmental ambient conditions. 
** Based on the rates as indicated by europe’s energy Portal - www.energy.eu. Rates are subject to change - check with your local
electricity provider for the current rate in your area.
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grandee and envoy models 

feature our innovative wireless 

remote control with touchscreen 

technology.

Advanced Controls, 
Simple Operation

Convenient Control
the Highlife® collection grandee™ and envoy™ models feature the latest in 
spa control technology – our wireless touchscreen remote control. the large, 
waterproof, colour lcD touchscreen serves up intuitive icons and menus that 
are easy to read by day or night. conveniently adjust spa functions from your 
favourite seat inside the spa, or from up to 9 metres outside the spa. 

get lost in a conversation, not 
timers or temperature settings. 
With the most advanced and 
intuitive controls available, 
Highlife collection spas are easy 
to operate.
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Set It and Forget It
the iQ 2020™ spa control system makes your Highlife collection spa simple to 

operate, with no programming required. to heat your spa, simply decide what water 

temperature you like, then “set it and forget it.” in the event of a power outage, the 

spa automatically resumes normal operation once power is restored.

Simple Operation
Highlife collection spas (except the grandee 

and envoy which have a wireless remote) 

include our bartop lcD control panel with 

full-colour screen and simple-to-navigate 

menus. You will have these advanced 

controls mastered in just minutes. 

Ready, Set, Soak
Be confident that your Hot Spring® spa is hot 

and ready before you even step outside. the 

on/Ready indicator lights, incorporated in 

the Hot Spring logo on the front of your spa, 

can be seen even with the cover on. these lights also serve as a helpful diagnostic 

tool letting you know when your spa needs attention. 

Your Favourite Settings
Store your favourite light and jet settings then quickly recreate your customised 

set-up with the simple press of a button.

Two-Way Communication
take the guesswork out of spa ownership. Your control panel provides you with easy-to-read messages that advise you of your spa’s status 

and let you know if attention is required.

Quick Clean 
Perfect for a quick post-soak refresh, or when adding chemicals to the water, our convenient clean cycle circulates spa water for ten minutes. 

control functions 
that work for you

Simple Controls
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to be retouched

Whether you are entertaining friends or relaxing with your 
spouse, our wireless sound system adds another layer of 
enjoyment to your experience. You can add these dealer-
installed options at any time. 

Music To Match Your Mood
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Wireless Music 

Ready

Hot Spring® spas are “entertainment-ready” , which means these 

dealer-installed options can be added at any time! 

Surrounded by Sound
When you add music to your Highlife® collection spa, marine-grade speakers are 

installed in the bartop. these pop-up speakers allow you to enjoy music from inside 

or outside the spa. 

Wireless Sound System with Bluetooth Technology
Stream music from an online source or use your 

own library of songs. the choice is yours with our 

easy-to-use sound system featuring Bluetooth® 

wireless technology. The sound system features a powerful amplifier and optional 

subwoofer for increased volume and richer bass tones.

Increase Your Options
Prefer to leave your music device indoors? or 

perhaps you would like to listen to sports on tV? 

our optional in-home wireless dock allows you 

to connect virtually any audio source — iPod®, 

iPhone®, laptop, television and more — and 

instantly transmit the sound to your hot tub.

Fully Integrated
Your wireless sound system is integrated into your Highlife collection spa, which 

means you have convenient access to volume, as well as bass, treble and other 

settings directly through the spa’s control panel. 

Music from inside or 
outside your spa

Wireless Sound System
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CoverCradle 
let the covercradle™ cover 

lifter do the heavy lifting for 

you! for the ultimate in ease, 

this robust cover lifter offers 

an ul t ra-smooth gl id ing 

mechanism and the support of 

dual 18 kg pneumatic springs 

to support a cover of any size. 

Requires 64 cm clearance.

UpRite
ideal for tight spaces and 

recessed spa installations, the 

Uprite™ cover lifter also provides 

an element of privacy by holding 

your folded cover in a vertical 

position. Requires 18 cm 

clearance.

CoverCradle II
the covercradle ii is a lighter 

duty version of the original 

covercradle. Using a single 

18 kg pneumatic spring, this 

cover lifter makes removal a 

snap. Requires 64 cm clearance.

Lift ‘n Glide
the lift ‘n glide™ cover lifter is 

simple to operate: lift the cover, 

glide it back and enjoy. Requires 

35 cm clearance.

You will enjoy your spa more often with the added convenience provided by these Hot Spring® necessories™. 
These products are specifically designed for your Highlife® collection hot tub, so you can get the most out 
of your hot water experience. Do not compromise your warranty or your investment by choosing other 
brands. insist on genuine Hot Spring necessories.

Open Sesame
our patented cover lifters make removing and replacing the spa cover easy. By eliminating the need to drag the cover on and off the spa, 

and keeping it from ever touching the ground, our lifters can help extend the life of your cover. there are four Hot Spring cover lifters 

available to meet your needs.  

Easy Access for Daily Use

Convenient Access
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Step Up To Splendour 
entering and exiting your hot tub is easy with a custom-designed Hot Spring spa step. We offer a variety of steps, so you can select the 

one that best meets your needs.

Everwood HD 
Made from the same high-

definition wood alternative as 

the spa cabinet, everwood™ HD 

steps feature a modern design, 

matching colours, and will look 

great for years.  

Polymer
Durable and lightweight, this 

step provides a stable entry point 

into your hot tub. the Polymer 

step is offered in colours that 

complement the everwood HD 

siding. they are eco-friendly 

— made from 100% recyclable 

material. 

NXT Step
Developed in conjunction with 

the exclusive Highlife collection 

nXt spas, this contemporary step 

features everwood HD siding 

on each tread, making it a great 

match for the entire Highlife 

collection. 

SpaStone  
With an extra-large surface area 

and rich texture, this is a must-

have for spas with SpaStone™ 

siding. A gentle non-slip surface 

provides enhanced stability.

Spa Side Complements
With these thoughtful spa additions, you can outfit your spa with everything 

needed for a great experience.

Spa Side Umbrella 
Bring shade to your spa with the 360° rotatable spa side umbrella. 

constructed from powder-coated aluminum and zinc-plated steel, this 

umbrella is rust-resistant with a base plate under the spa cabinet for 

stability. the 3 metre diameter canopy is available in crème or navy Blue.

Spa Side Handrail
this handrail’s base plate slips securely 

under the spa cabinet for stability, 

and conveniently swings over the 

top of your spa — making it easy to 

reach when entering or exiting. it also 

features a battery powered leD light 

for added convenience and safety at 

night.

Spa Side Towel Tree
Keep your towel within reach with this 

easy-to-assemble towel tree, constructed 

from powder-coated aluminum with a 

bronze finish that provides a stylish and 

convenient addition to your hot tub.
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Your Local Connection
Hot Spring® retailers are experienced professionals and passionate hot tubbers. they are among the very best retailers in the world. Many 

of them have been selling and supporting the Hot Spring brand for over twenty five years – and some even longer. With more than 850 

sales and service locations worldwide, no matter where you live, you are likely to find an established Hot Spring retailer close by.

Trained Professionals
our local retailers participate in a wide variety of ongoing training to ensure that they are prepared to serve and support you. So, when 

you choose Hot Spring, you can expect to encounter helpful sales professionals, skilled service technicians, and a knowledgeable retailer 

who is committed to taking excellent care of you for as long as you own your spa.

Just a few of our Hot Spring Retailers
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Purchasing a hot tub is, in many ways, like purchasing a car. 
Your new spa is a significant investment that you will have 
for years, and over time you may have questions or require 
some basic service and maintenance support. 

With that in mind, it is important that you purchase your 
spa from a reliable local retailer you can trust. You will need 
someone to answer your questions, guide you to the model 
that is right for you, and be there if you need help – even 
years after your spa purchase. 

Customer Care You 
Can Count On

Excellent Customer Care
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The Absolute Best Hot Tub 
Ownership Experience
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A Name You Can Trust
over the years we have built Hot Spring Spas’ reputation on 

quality, and we continue to stand behind the products we sell. 

As the world’s best-selling brand, you can find a Hot Spring 

spa in more gardens around the world than any other brand. 

We are the brand of choice in over 70 countries. Many of our 

customers have owned their Hot Spring spa for decades, 

and have purchased two, three, or even four Hot Spring spas 

over their lifetime.

Unparalleled Customer Care
our customer care Representatives go above and beyond to 

ensure that we deliver on our promise, and they are not the 

only ones. our team at Watkins Manufacturing corporation, 

makers of Hot Spring spas, is dedicated and experienced with 

an employee tenure exceeding thirteen years.  our culture of 

integrity, and our commitment to excellence and serving our 

customers, is what has made us the industry leader. 

At Hot Spring®, we are committed 
to providing you with the Absolute 
Best Hot tub ownership experience™, 
which means you can count on 
excellent quality and customer care 
from our team, as well as from your 
local Hot Spring retailer.  

Committed to Quality 
We are passionate about making the world’s best hot tubs 

and are consistently recognised for outstanding quality 

and value.

Hot Spring is the only brand of spas to have 

one of its spas named a Best Buy each of the 

seven times consumers Digest has rated spas. 

We have received trade-certified recognition by 

Spasearch.org for nine consecutive years – every 

year since the certification was introduced.

our quality system is certified by lloyd’s 

Register in accordance with iSo9001:2008, the 

highest international standard for design and 

manufacturing excellence. 

founded in 1977, Watkins Manufacturing 

corporation, the makers of Hot Spring spas, is 

the global leader and has built more than one 

million hot tubs.

Hot Spring spas are made by Watkins Manufacturing 

corporation, which is a part of Masco corporation – a 

fortune 500 company whose family of quality home products 

includes: 

Excellent Customer Care

Aria®
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GrANDEE 
™

Grandee shown with Alpine White shell

“I cannot tell you the number of 

compliments we have received about 

its style, looks and those wonderful 

Moto-Massage™ jets. Very quiet, and the 

minimum water maintenance surprised 

me. Best investment we ever made.” 

  - Grandee Owner

Grandee shown with Alpine White shell /  
Mocha cabinet and Everwood™ HD step

Seating Capacity 7 adults

Dimensions 254 x 231 x 97 cm

Water Capacity 1,893 litres

Jets 43
H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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ENVOY 
™

“The Envoy spa is very spacious. My kids, 

7 and 9, love going in. The colour and 

water features make it fun for them in the 

evenings. For us adults it is very relaxing 

at the end of the day, too.”

- Envoy Owner

Seating Capacity 5 adults

Dimensions 236 x 231 x 97 cm

Water Capacity 1,703 litres

Jets 43

Envoy shown with Alpine White shell

Envoy shown with Alpine White shell /  
Mocha cabinet and Everwood™ HD step

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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VANGUArD 
™

“Now that we are in our Vanguard spa 

every day we keep asking ourselves why 

we did not buy this ten or fifteen years 

ago. For sure, we will never be without a 

Hot Spring® spa in the future!”

- Vanguard Owner

Seating Capacity 6 adults

Dimensions 221 x 221 x 91 cm

Water Capacity 1,514 litres

Jets 38

Vanguard shown with Ice Grey shell

Vanguard shown with Ice Grey shell /  
Monterey Grey cabinet and Everwood™ HD step

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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ArIA 
™

Aria shown with Alpine White shell

“The Aria spa is actually better than a 

massage therapist! My wife and I have 

learned that if we leave the jets on and 

rotate around the seats, it is almost like 

getting a full body massage. Wow! We 

never expected that.” 

  - Aria Owner

Aria shown with Alpine White shell /  
Monterey Grey cabinet and Everwood™ HD step

Seating Capacity 5 adults

Dimensions 221 x 221 x 91 cm

Water Capacity 1,382 litres

Jets 35
H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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SOVErEIGN 
™ Seating Capacity 6 adults

Dimensions 203 x 236 x 84 cm

Water Capacity 1,344 litres

Jets 28

Sovereign shown with Alpine White shell

“The quality is outstanding. 

I have not had even one issue 

with the spa. Easy to maintain. Hardly 

noticed the small amount of electricity 

this uses.” 

  - Sovereign Owner

Sovereign shown with Alpine White shell / 
Mocha cabinet

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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TrIUMPH 
™ Seating Capacity 4 adults

Dimensions 236 x 188 x 84 cm

Water Capacity 1,287 litres

Jets 27

“We love the Triumph’s sleek design, the 

fact that it benefits from two loungers as 

well as its variety in jets.”

- Triumph Owner

Triumph shown with Alpine White shell

Triumph shown with Alpine White shell /  
Mocha cabinet

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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PrODIGY 
™ Seating Capacity 5 adults

Dimensions 198 x 213 x 84 cm

Water Capacity 1,230 litres

Jets 22

Prodigy shown with Alpine White shell

“We wish that we had bought this spa 

years ago. It is physical therapy for the 

whole body. The jets are strong and you 

can feel them work those aches 

and pains away.” 

  - Prodigy Owner

Prodigy shown with Alpine White shell /  
Monterey Grey cabinet

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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JETSETTEr 
™ Seating Capacity 3 adults

Dimensions 213 x 165 x 74 cm

Water Capacity 852 litres

Jets 14

“I use my spa daily and do not know what 

I would do without it. I am an avid tennis 

player and my spa makes it possible to play 

five days a week at the young age of 63.”

- Jetsetter Owner

Jetsetter shown with Crème shell

Jetsetter shown with Crème shell / 
Teak cabinet

H i g h l i f e ® co l l ec t i o n
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ice grey

ice grey

ice grey

GrANDEE™ ENVOY™ VANGUArD™ ArIA™

Seating capacity (adults) 7 5 6 5

Dimensions (cm) 254 ˣ 231 ˣ 97 236 ˣ 231 ˣ 97 221 ˣ 221 ˣ 91 221 ˣ 221 ˣ 91

Water capacity (l) 1,893 1,703 1,514 1,382

Weight Dry (kg) 480 436 371 371

Weight filled* (kg) 2,926 2,534 2,359 2,148

Stainless Steel Jets (Total) 43 43 38 35

Moto-Massage™ DX jets 2 (2) 1 (2) 2 (4) 1 (2)

SoothingStream™ jets 2 2 2 2

footStream™ jets 3 3 2 2

Rotary Hydromassage jets 2 2 2 2

Directional Hydromassage jets 2 3 1 5

HydroStream™ jets 10 4 4

Rotary Precision™ jets 2

Directional Precision™ jets 30 19 23 18

Entertainment Options (Optional)

Wireless tV and Sound System • • • • 

Wireless Sound System with Dock • • • • 

Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System • • • • 

Tranquility Mode

Bellafontana™ • • • •

luminescence™ multi-colour four-zone  • • • •

Jet Pump

WaveMaster™ 9000+9200 9000+9200 9000+9200 9000+8200

HP continuous duty 2.5+2.5 2.5+2.5 2.5+2.5 2.5+2.0

HP breakdown torque 5.2+5.2 5.2+5.2 5.2+5.2 5.2+4.0

Filtration

filtration Area, top loading (m2) 30 30 30 30

Electrical

230V - 50 Hz 20 A 20 A 20 A 20 A

Other Configurations** • • • •

*    Includes water and adults weighing 79 kg each
**   Depending on local electrical circumstances

Mocha

teak

Monterey grey

Alpine White

Alpine White

Alpine White

Alpine White

crème

crème

crème

Desert

Desert

Desert

tuscan Sun

tuscan Sun

tuscan Sun

tuscan Sun

earth grey

Everwood™ Choices Spa Shell Colours
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Desert

Desert

ice grey

SOVErEIGN™ TrIUMPH™ PrODIGY™ JETSETTEr™

Seating capacity (adults) 6 4 5 3

Dimensions (cm) 203 ˣ 236 ˣ 84 236 ˣ 188 ˣ 84 198 ˣ 213 ˣ 84 213 ˣ 165 ˣ 74

Water capacity (l) 1,344 1,287 1,230 852

Weight Dry (kg) 337 264 293 215

Weight filled* (kg) 2,155 1,867 1,918 1,304

Stainless Steel Jets (Total) 28 27 22 14

Moto-Massage™ DX jets 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 (2)

SoothingStream™ jets 2 2

footStream™ jets 1 1 1 1

Rotary Hydromassage jets 2 2 2

Directional Hydromassage jets 5 18 1 1

HydroStream™ jets 4 10 4

Rotary Precision™ jets

Directional Precision™ jets 18 4 4

Entertainment Options (Optional)

Wireless tV and Sound System • • • • 

Wireless Sound System with Dock • • • • 

Wireless Bluetooth® Sound System • • • • 

Tranquility Mode

Bellafontana™ •

luminescence™ multi-colour four-zone • • • •

Jet Pump

WaveMaster™ 9200 9000 9000 9000

HP continuous duty 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

HP breakdown torque 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Filtration

filtration Area, top loading (m2) 18 18 18 18

Electrical

230V - 50 Hz 16 A 16 A 16 A 16 A

Other Configurations** • • • •

*    Includes water and adults weighing 79 kg each
**   Depending on local electrical circumstances

Mocha

teak

Monterey grey

Alpine White

Alpine White

Alpine White

crème

crème

tuscan Sun

tuscan Sun

tuscan Sun

ice grey

Everwood™ Choices Spa Shell Colours
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Watkins Manufacturing Corporation reserves the right to change its 
products without notice. 

The highest quality standards in design and manufacturing. Watkins Manufacturing is proud to be 
associated with the following agencies, affiliations and foundations:

© 2014 Watkins Manufacturing Corporation, 1280 Park Center Drive, Vista, California 92081, USA. 
Specifications, colours, and surface materials subject to change without notice. Not all features are 
available on all products. Printed in EU. Hot Spring, Highlife, Grandee, Envoy, Aria, Vanguard, Sovereign, 
Triumph, Prodigy, Jetsetter, Absolute Best Hot Tub Ownership Experience, ACE, BellaFontana, Clean 
Screen, Comfort Control, CoverCradle, Earth Smart, Energy Smart, EverFresh, Every day made better, 
Everwood, Fibercor, FootWell, FreshWater, FreshWaterAg+, HydroStream, IQ 2020, Jet-Cluster, FootStream, 
Lift ‘n Glide, Luminescence, Moto-Massage, Necessories, No-Fault, Nobody Backs You Better, Precision, 
Quartet, Raio, SilentFlo 5000, SmartJet, Soothing Seven, SoothingStream, SpaStone, Tri-X, UpRite, 
Vanishing Act, Vidro and WaveMaster are trademarks of Watkins Manufacturing Corporation. 
Hansgrohe and Hüppe are registered trademarks. iPod and iPhone are registered trademarks of 
Apple, Inc. The BEST BUY Seal is a registered trademark of Consumers Digest Communications, LLC, 
used under license. All 230v models must be installed by a licensed electrician in accordance with 
local codes. US Patents #5,647,736; #5,724,478 #5,742,953; #5,810,257; #5,810,262; #5,819,332; 
#5,924,850; #5,943,711; #6,381,766;  #6,435,691; #6,596,951; #6,621,985; #6,859,952; #6,873,793; 
#6,976,636; #7,162,752; #7,219,690; #7,293,300; #7,472,430; #7,472,431; and D388,161; D407,805; 
D492,936; D518,896; D531,729; D577,943; D611,612, D620,599; D620,600; D621,946; D621,947; 
D624,657; D634,019, D634,020, D634,021 and other patents pending.


